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About

The spaces where you do life most should invite you to sit back, breathing
deeply and effortlessly in the midst of your own personalized utopia. The
household appliances that can deliver the indoor climate you deserve often
diminish the aesthetics of your space, sitting in the corner as an albeit
functional but unattractive machine. That’s why we made it our passion to
import Swiss-designed, technologically-advanced household appliances
characterized by minimalistic shapes and exceptional functionality.
Founded in 1998, Stadler Form aims to improve and enhance the quality of
your well-being without sacrificing beauty. We have curated a collection
of Stadler Form household appliances, sure to transform your space into
an atmosphere that is at once contemporary and welcoming.
Swizz Style®
Jürg Bänziger
President & CEO
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JASMINE adds fragrance!
Jasmine, an ultrasonic aroma diffuser, transforms what seems mundane,
ordinary – a bit of water, a few drops of essential oil – into an invitation,
riddled with stillness and intrigue. Sitting coyly on the bedside table or at
the corner of your desk, Jasmine beckons you to slow down a moment,
observe her smooth lines, her unassuming shape, her glossy feel, and
breathe in deeply – a gentle stream of fragrance. Elevate your senses,
choosing the pure essential oil best suited as a homeopathic remedy or for
aromatherapy, meeting your needs in a well-balanced space every minute
of the day.
Specifications
Rated power: 7.2 Watt
Interval mode (10 min. on, 20 min. off)
Runs approx. 21 hours with one filling
Rubber coating / Automatic shut-off
Dimensions: 5.1” W x 3.5” H x 5.1” D
Weight: 0.9 lbs

Accessories page 42
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LEA – the smart aroma diffuser
Lea, a smart, subtle aroma diffuser, elevates your space with style, grace,
mystery. Whether garnering attention from your bathroom vanity or living
room end table, Lea draws you in, awakening your senses and tempering
your mood. The secret is in her design. Utilizing state-of-the-art technology,
Lea slowly evaporates pure essential oil straight from an included refillable
fragrance bottle, permitting you to say goodbye to constant cleaning and
daily refills. Freeing electrical outlets, Lea operates on batteries recharged
by a portable USB cord. When Lea is set to daylight mode, valuable essential
oil is never diffused into a dark, empty room, allowing you to breathe in fresh,
fragrant air only when you need it. Friends and family will revel in an uplifting
atmosphere, unaware of its true source. Go on – keep them guessing.
Specifications
Rated power: 3 Watt
Interval mode (10 min. on, 20 min. off)
Operation without cable / Daylight mode
3x AA rechargeable batteries included
Max. fragrance bottle size: 0.33 fl.oz
Dimensions: 2.3” D x 8.0” H
Weight: 0.9 lbs
Accessories page 42
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ROBERT – the powerful air improver!
Robert is a humidifier, utilizing evaporative technology, and an air purifier,
turning the water within the machine over a series of washable discs engineered to remove large particles such as dust or dander from the air. Robert
makes an aesthetically pleasing statement, complementing existing decor.
The aluminum strip down Robert’s center garners visual appeal, guiding the
eye towards a motion-activated touchscreen displaying three automated
modes of use and a digital reading of the room’s relative humidity. When
set to auto-mode, Robert intuitively monitors and measures the room’s
humidity, maintaining your perfect level of moisture throughout the whole
day. The result is clean, hydrated air, creating a steady and calm environment in the room of your choice.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 3.5 gallons per day
Room size: up tp 860 sq ft / Tank capacity: 1.7 gallons
Rated power: 7– 30 Watt / Digital hygrostat / Touch
display with motion sensor / Auto, night and clean mode
Automatic shut - off / Fragrance dispenser / 4 speed levels
(incl. Turbo) / Dimensions: 12.7” W x 18.6” H x 9.3” D
Weight: 18.1 lbs
Accessories page 40
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JERRY – ready to travel
Jerry, a personal humidifier, gives you control, creating your perfect indoor
climate as you jet-set place to place for business or play. He is engineered
with ultrasonic technology, emitting a cool mist from a removable water
source: your water bottle (max. 17 oz.). His lightweight, petite stature
and complementary pop-up vent make Jerry much more portable than the
traditionally bulky travel humidifier, stowing away easily inside his own
travel bag or conveniently sitting on the corner of your desk. Jerry is powered by an AC adaptor with exchangeable plugs fit for use across North
America, Europe, and Asia.
Specifications
Rated power: 10 Watt
Perfect for traveling / Small-sized
US and European adapters incl.
Travel bag incl./ Cleaning brush incl.
Fits most standard water bottles
Automatic shut-off
Weight: 0.4 lbs
Dimensions: 4.3’’ W x 1.9’’ H x 2.5’’ D
For personal use
Design by Fabian Zimmerli
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ANTON – the humidifier with good taste
Designed by Matti Walker for Stadler Form, Anton is a petite ultrasonic
humidifier, emitting a cool mist from your bedside table or perhaps from
the corner of your desk, counteracting the discomforting effects of a dry
climate, such as dry skin, cracked lips, or sinus congestion. His secret
is in his design. Anton is equipped with the Water Cube, keeping the
humidifier fresh, and an Anticalc Cartridge, collecting the white dust many
other ultrasonic humidifiers emit into your space. One will hardly suspect
Anton’s exceptional functionality given his refined minimalistic design,
suggesting his identity to be nothing short of a sculpture, not a device that
will enhance your well-being. Though he is – both.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 1 gallon per day
Room size: up to 250 sq ft / Tank capacity: 0.8 gallon
Rated power: 12 Watt / Variable output control
Night mode / Automatic shut-off / Aroma diffusion ability
Dimensions: 5.7’’ W x 11.2’’ H x 7.3’’ D
Weight: 4.0 lbs

Accessories page 40
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HERA – the two gallon guy
Hera is an elegant ultrasonic humidifier engineered to achieve your optimal
level of humidity, emitting your choice of a cool or warm mist that is easily
guided by a bidirectional nozzle, for a controlled, soothing environment.
Sleek, simple, sophisticated – Hera reflects a minimalistic, compact design,
contrasting an opaque clean face with an easy-to-use touch pad display and
a translucent, 2-gallon water tank. She is equipped with the Water Cube,
keeping the humidifier fresh, and an Anticalc Cartridge, collecting the white
dust many other ultrasonic humidifiers emit into your space. Her hygrostat
smartly monitors and automatically adjusts the output of moisture to create
a steady level of humidity throughout the whole day. Hera alleviates the
guesswork so you can rest easy, breathing in revitalizing air.
Specifications:
Humidification output: up to 3 gallons per day
Room size: up to 760 sq ft
Tank capacity: 2 gallons
Rated power: 20 Watt (preheating: 110 Watt)
3 output levels / Night mode / Automatic
shut-off / Integrated hygrostat
Dimensions: 7.8’’ W x 14.5’’ H x 10.3’’ D
Weight: 8.8 lbs
Accessories page 40
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FRED gets steamy!
Fred, a vaporizer, stands on three legs, reflecting a design that is simultaneously simple and sculptural. Fred works ultra quietly, producing and
jetting a flow of hot, germ-free steam, counteracting the discomforting
effects of a dry climate: dry skin, cracked lips, or sinus congestion. A unique
external hygrostat monitors the room’s humidity, helping you breathe
deeply and comfortably in an indoor climate perfected just for you.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 2 gallons per day
Room size: up to 440 sq ft
Tank capacity: 1 gallon
Rated power: 150 Watt (low), 300 Watt (high)
Ceramic coated heating element / Integrated hygrostat
Removable water tank
Dimensions: 14.3” W x 10.5” H x 14.3” D
Weight: 7.0 lbs

Accessories page 42
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OSKAR LITTLE – the economist for small rooms!
Oskar little marries science and art, function and ease. He is an evaporative humidifier – reminiscent of a contemporary sculpture – efficiently and
naturally hydrating your space. Because Oskar little takes advantage of a
natural evaporation process when drawing moisture into the air, he consumes low amounts of energy. Oskar little utilizes a Water Cube, keeping
the humidifier fresh, and an antimicrobially-treated filter, releasing just
the right amount of moisture for you to breathe easy. Give yourself the
atmosphere you deserve.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 1.3 gallons per day
Room size: up to 350 sq ft / Tank capacity: 0.7 gallon
Rated power: 6 to 15 Watt
Fragrance dispenser / 2 output levels / Night mode (dimmable
LED lights) / Automatic shut-off
Dimensions: 9.7” W x 11.4” H x 6.9” D
Weight: 5.5 lbs

Accessories page 40
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OSKAR – the economist!
Oskar marries science and art, function and ease. He is an evaporative
humidifier – reminiscent of a contemporary sculpture – efficiently and
naturally hydrating your space. Because Oskar takes advantage of a
natural evaporation process when drawing moisture into the air, he
consumes low amounts of energy. Oskar utilizes a Water Cube, keeping
the humidifier fresh, and antimicrobially-treated filters, releasing just
the right amount of moisture for you to breathe easy. Give yourself the
atmosphere you deserve.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 2.4 gallons per day
Room size: up to 540 sq ft / Tank capacity: 0.9 gallon
Rated power: 6 to 18 Watt / Filter change reminder / Water level window
Fragrance dispenser / 2 output levels / Night mode (dimmable
LED lights) / Automatic shut-off / Integrated hygrostat
Dimensions: 9.7” W x 11.4” H x 9.7” D
Weight: 6.9 lbs

Accessories page 40
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OSKAR big – the big economist!
Oskar big marries science and art, function and ease. He is an evaporative humidifier – reminiscent of a contemporary sculpture – efficiently
and naturally hydrating your space. Because Oskar big takes advantage
of a natural evaporation process when drawing moisture into the air, he
consumes low amounts of energy. Oskar big utilizes a Water Cube, keeping the humidifier fresh, and antimicrobially-treated filters, releasing just
the right amount of moisture for you to breathe easy. Give yourself the
atmosphere you deserve.
Specifications
Humidification output: up to 4.5 gallons per day
Room size: 1’100 sq ft / Tank capacity: 1.5 gallons
Rated power: 8 to 30 Watt
4 output levels / Automatic shut-off / Night mode / Filter change reminder
Water level window / Fragrance dispenser / Integrated hygrostat
Dimensions: 18.6” W x 11.5” H x 7.9” D
Weight: 10.4 lbs

Accessories page 40
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SELINA measures in style!
Selina is a state-of-the-art hygrometer that, unlike many other hygrometers, blends easily with your decor, appearing like an ultra-thin piece of
art. This breathtakingly minimalistic piece expertly reads the temperature
and relative humidity of your space, warning you with two aligned dashes
when the climate is far too dry, ultimately keeping you ahead of the curve.
Why sacrifice style to discover your perfect indoor climate? Yeah, we don’t
think you should either.
Specifications
Battery-powered: 2 pcs. included (type CR2016)
Nominal voltage: 3 Volt
Choice of °C or °F
Temperature range: -14 °F – +122 °F / -10 °C – +50 °C
Relative humidity: 10 % – 98 % (± 3 %)
Dimensions: 3.6” W x 3.7” H x 1.5” D
Weight: 0.16 lbs

Design by Matti
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Take a deep breath with VIKTOR!
Given how the air carries harmful toxins such as bacteria or viruses, or
the more expected culprits like dust mites, dander, allergens – you would
serve yourself well stationing an air purifier like Viktor where you do life
most. Viktor purifies the air using the compact, washable HPP filter system
to remove up to 98 percent of minuscule particles and a black carbon filter
to eliminate distracting, unpleasant odors. Viktor adds another dimension
to your space, given an integrated fragrance dispenser capable of awakening the senses with the scent of your favorite pure essential oil. Take the
style and the essence of your home one step further, controlling both the
air quality and the experience it evokes.
Specifications
Room size: up to 540 sq ft
Rated power: 10 – 38 Watt / HPP Filter System™
with up to 99.99 % cleaning efficiency!
Prefilter / Activated carbon filter
Night mode (dimmable LED lights) / Fragrance dispenser
5 performance levels (very silent to powerful)
Dimensions: 9.7” W x 17.7” H x 9.7” D
Weight: 10.8 lbs
Accessories page 40
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1: Preliminary filter
Optimizing Viktor’s overall function, the preliminary filter traps large particles, such as dust, dander, and pet hair.
2: HPP™ (High Potential Particle filter system)
The HPP™ filter removes minuscule particles – dust mites, pollen, mold
spores, and soot – from the air. The HPP filter is compact and washable,
eliminating bulky replacements and additional cost.
3: Filter with activated carbon
The activated carbon filter absorbs and traps pesky, unpleasant odors,
creating clean, odor-free air.

Retains fine dust from Retains soot particles Retains soot particles
tabacco smoke
from traffic
from industry
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ALBERT dries out!
Though a necessity in damp environments, the typical dehumidifier disrupts the continuity of a common space, often harboring disdain. Albert
is atypical. Blending pleasing aesthetics and efficiency, Albert emanates
class characterized by his two-tone, sleek case and rounded edges, beautifully blending into contemporary or traditional spaces alike. Cleverly hiding such features as caster wheels, a 1.2-gallon side-loading tank with
pop-up handle, and automated air vent, Albert removes up to 5.4 gallons
of moisture per day without producing a sound above a whisper, ultimately
creating an inviting space where you can breathe deeply and relax.
Specifications
Dehumidification output per day: 43.2 pints / 5.4 gallons
Room size: up to 650 sq ft / Tank capacity: 1.2 gallons
Rated power: 390 Watt
Digital hygrostat / 24h On- and Off-Timer / Swing mode
Night mode / Wheels for easy transportation
Automatic shut-off / Hose for constant drainage
Defrost sensor and function / 3 speed levels
Dimensions: 13.8” W x 25.9” H x 9.9” D
Weight: 35 lbs
Design by Matti
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ANNA is hot!
Anna embodies the unexpected. Though she is a heater, Anna’s appearance is spirited – it mimics the design of a sound speaker – and elegant
with a crisp case, characterized by clean lines and a sleek shape. Controlled by an adjustable thermostat, Anna streams warm air into bathrooms, personal offices, bedrooms, or beside your feet while you lounge
on your favorite sofa. She is equipped with a PTC (self-regulating ceramic)
heating element, meaning Anna will never overheat and will shut off
automatically if tipped onto her side, leaving you to relax in a perfectly
controlled space.
Specifications
Room sizes: Anna up to 270 sq ft / Anna little up to 160 sq ft
Rated power: Anna 800 / 1‘500 Watt
Rated power: Anna little 700 / 1‘200 Watt
Thermostat / 2 speed levels
Dimensions: Anna 5.75” W x 14.45” H x 3.74” D
Dimensions: Anna little 5.75” W x 9.29” H x 3.74” D
Weight: Anna 4.3 lbs / Anna little 3.3 lbs

Design by Matti
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MAX turns up the heat!
Although Max functions as an efficient fan or heater, he is anything but
typical. Max makes a bold statement, firmly planted on three legs, evoking
a touch of whimsy. His versatile design enables you to transition smoothly
from season to season – blowing cool air in the summer and warm air in
the winter – creating a temperate environment. Whether hiding beneath
your desk or relaxing on the living room end table, Max wards off discomforting air, leaving you to flourish in your element.
Specifications
Room size: up to 270 sq ft
Rated power: 750 / 1’500 Watt
Thermostat / Very silent fan
Dimensions: 11.4’’ W x 14.6’’ H x 10.6’’ D
Weight: 5.5 lbs

Design by Matti
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OTTO makes wind!
Otto is an ultra quiet industrial-strength fan, defined by elegance and
craftsmanship, the only one of its kind handcrafted from wood over a
21-hour process. The elemental quality of the wood contrasted to the
industrial steel components creates an intriguing composition, not to be
outdone by his exceptional functionality. With 3 speeds and adjustable
feet, Otto is capable of creating a light breeze or hearty gale, keeping
you calm and cool. Otto stands as a focal point in a contemporary space
or an eclectic staple among traditional decor throughout the whole year.
Specifications
Room size: up to 430 sq ft
Wind volume: up to 85’000 cu ft
Easy cleaning of the fan blades
Rated power: 45 Watt
3 speed levels
Dimensions: 13.7’’ W x 14.8’’ H x 7.2’’ D
Weight: 9.4 lbs

Design by Carlo Borer
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CHARLY takes off!
Charly fan streamlines dynamic shapes and provocative lines into a
cohesive piece, reminiscent of a jet aircraft daring one to take-off on
a glorious adventure. Most fans use four blades to create one direct
current of air. Charly’s three aluminum blades behave in a similar fashion
to an airplane propeller, creating an all-encompassing current, pushing
up to 212’000 cubic feet of air per hour, effectively cooling your space.
Charly features 3 levels of speed operating at ultra quiet sound levels,
an oscillation option, and adjustable tilt capable of 4 positions, keeping
you in control of the cooling process. Charly Fans can be used individually or collectively for a contemporary, bold statement.
Specifications
Room size: up to 220 sq ft (little), 540 sq ft (floor & stand)
Air volume: up to 212’000 cu ft per hour
Rated power: 25 – 33 Watt (little)
36 – 56 Watt (floor), 37 – 58 Watt (stand)
3 speed levels / Adjustable tilt with 4 positions
Dimensions: 13.9’’ W x 15.6’’ H x 10’’ D (little)
17.1’’ W x 19.1’’ H x 11’’ D (floor)
17.1’’ W x 51.2’’ H x 15.7’’ D (stand)
Weight: 7.2 lbs (little), 10 lbs (floor)
20.8 lbs (stand)
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Water Cube™
The Water Cube keeps the humidifier fresh using activated carbon *
and therefore ensures an optimal
performance of the humidifier.
The lifetime of the water cube
is around one year. The cube fits
most humidifiers.
* Activated carbons’s range of application
for example includes the use in water purification to remove pollutants, reduce heavy
metals and odor-causing chemicals.
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Anticalc Cartridge
The Anticalc Cartridge removes
calcification and other minerals
in the water to prevent the white
dust often created by ultrasonic
systems. It lasts up to three
months, depending on the water’s
hardness (determined by a test
strip included in your Stadler Form
appliance’s manual).

Anton

Hera

Robert
(optional)

Oskar Filter Cassette 2 pack / 4 pack
The Oskar Filter Cassettes are
antimicrobially-treated filters,
keeping the Oskar Evaporative
Humidifier in top shape – and your
air comfortable. No cleaning required. Lasts up to 2 months.

Oskar little

Oskar

Oskar big

Viktor Filter Pack
The Viktor Filter Pack includes a
pre-filter, trapping large particles
such as hair and dander, and an
active carbon filter, absorbing
unpleasant odors, allowing you to
breathe in clean, fresh air. Lasts
up to 6 months.

Viktor
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Essential oils
100% Pure Essential Oils blended
in the United States. REFRESH,
RELAX, and REVIVE pure essential
oils create an invigorating or relaxing environment based on their individual, dynamic blends. This pure
essential oil is handbottled, containing no synthetic substances,
pesticides, or parabens. Safe for
use in any aroma diffuser or applicable humidifiers/air cleaners.

Anton

Viktor
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Anti-limescale ball
Small but effective: The antilimescale ball reduces the lime
deposition on the heating plate of
Fred the humidifier. The large surface of the ball‘s stainless steel
core absorbs a lot of the accumulated lime particles. In order for
the anti-limescale ball to properly
work, it should be decalcified on a
regular basis.

Fred

Zero Calc
Clean your Stadler Form humidifiers (or other brands) with Zero
Calc, a cleaner and descaler designed to remove mineral buildup within humidifier water tanks.
Zero Calc should be used every
2–3 weeks. Each box includes
three pouches (1 per cleaning)
and easy-to-follow instructions.
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Awards
Air Humidifier and purifier

Design is more than just the shape
We work with talented, inquisitive designers and a keen development
team – all from Switzerland – collaborating to blend exceptional shapes
and minimalistic design with innovative technology. Setting the bar at
such great heights, our team must work together in an open platform,
exchanging and developing great ideas that eventually become elegant
household appliances. At Stadler Form, this permanent exchange of ideas
is the source of all of our creations.
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